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Abstract 
This paper proposes a construction of moral value in Sundanese context. It 
examines the meaning of the lyrics found in the traditional wedding ceremony 
“Mapag Panganten” employing Roland Barthes semiotic approach. Thus, the 
objective of this ethnography study is to explore moral value through the 
denotative and connotative meaning of lyrics found in “Mapag Panganten” and 
to describe the myth of the lyrics. Observation, interview, and documentation 
were conducted as the technique of collecting data used in this study. The result 
of the analysis shows that the denotation meaning on lyrics is about the 
welcoming towards the groom’s family. It also contains invocations and hopes 
for the groom and the bride. The connotation meaning is regarding to the 
delighted feeling of bride’s family. Furthermore, there are hopes and prayers for 
the bride and the groom in order to be given happiness and blessing by Allah. In 
addition, the myth obtained on lyrics are related to the moral value which 
classified into the value that related to other people and that related to the God. 
Keywords: connotative, denotative, lyrics, mapag panganten, moral value. 
     
 
INTRODUCTION 
This research constitutes a relatively new area which has emerged from common 
practice of traditional wedding ceremony. Culturally, every wedding ceremony has its 
own distinctive part, has its own identical function for the culture presented. 
Furthermore, wedding ceremony as one tradition that has a set of fixed actions and 
sometimes words performed regularly, especially as part of a ceremony. A wedding 
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procession organized as the sequence of that practice demonstrates a wide variety of 
local cultural symbols.  
According to Indonesian Ministry of Tourism, Arief Yahya, West Java contains of 
large amount of various cultures that could engage tourism attraction 
(https://suaramerdeka.com). One of the them is Traditional Wedding Ceremony Mapag 
Panganten as one part of a wedding procession in Sundanese culture. Etymologically, the 
word Mapag in sundanese means to pick up or to welcome. Then, Mapag Panganten is 
the ceremony in welcoming the groom’s family who come to bride’s house. 
Valentina (2012:2) elaborates about the history of wedding ceremony mapag 
panganten. It had been a new Sundanese society creativity which was evolved around 
nineteenth century. At first, it was conducted purposely to organize as picking up service 
for government official. Afterward, people turned this official practice into bridegroom 
pick up service which was known as mapag panganten (Wibisana, 1986). 
Social moral value always exist between lyrics of mapag panganten and wedding 
procession, but not all people of language users are likely to interpret these 
relationships in the same way. Instead, what people capture are the ritual lyrics 
belonging to certain wedding ceremony. The term value comes from the word vale’re 
which can be defined as useful, and applicable. So that a value is considered as 
something good, useful, and right according to a person belief or a group of people belief 
(Firwan, 2017:51). It can be concluded that culture can be a bridge to deliver a message 
towards people. It can be ascertained that culture must contain a messages and values. 
Mapag Panganten contains messages, and moral values which can be a lesson for 
everyone and can be implemented into everyday life. The moral values are related to the 
relationship between human and God and the relationship between human and others. 
Moral can be realized as something that would like to deliver to the people through 
the lyrics of mapag panganten. It is regarding to the something positive, beneficial for 
life, and something educate. Moral is always referring to the good and bad of humans as 
humans (Salfia, 2015). Nurgiantoro (cited in Salfia, 2015) stated that people’s 
perspective towards moral, values, tendencies, is usually determined by the way of life 
of their nation.  
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Moral has a wide variety of relationship forms as Nurgiantoro (cited in Rustiyati et. 
al, 2019:40) asserted that generally, the form of moral can be categorized into the 
relationship between human and themselves, relationship between human and others, 
and relationship between human and God. The relationship between humans and 
themselves can be in the form of self confidence, honesty, affection. The relationship 
between humans and others can be in the form of friendship, faithfulness, kinship 
(husband-wife relationship, parents-child relationship). Then, the relatioship between 
humans and God can be in the form of gratitude, sending an invocation, praying, do 
orders and stay away from His prohibitions. 
A large number of existing studies in the broader literature have examine common 
practice of traditional wedding ceremony in a number of social situations. Recently, 
Kurniawan, Priyatna, and Muhtadin (2019) have studied representation of drag queen 
on ambu actor in the Sundanesse traditional ceremony of mapag penganten. They 
discussed how ambu actors offer non-normative gender constructions. Empirical data 
reveal that ambu characters in mapag panganten were categorized into three categories: 
beautiful characters, grandmother’s characters, and fantasy character. In addition, 
Hidaya, Alfiati, and Khoirunnisaa (2016) investigated the events of speech acts in 
procession Javanese traditional ceremony. The empirical evidence  drawn from their 
investigation shows that there are religious values in the speech acts in procession 
Javanese traditional wedding ceremony. There is a non-verbal speech acts, namely the 
prayer said over the heart at any stage in the wedding procession. 
Previous studies have almost exclusively focused on the background of Sundanese 
customary wedding. To fill this literature gap, this paper addresses the need for 
identifying single item on Sundanese wedding ceremony – mapag panganten – as 
research object to get in-depth analysis. This paper attempts to explore the moral value 
by analyzing the meaning of a sign through two orders of signification namely 
denotation, connnotation. Furthermore, from the connotation, there will be known a 
myth.  
Based on the background study described above, the author is interested to 
conduct the research applying Roland Barthes semiotic approach in the form of lyrics. 
Semiotic is a study of signs which has a number of applied fields that can be used in 
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infinite fields such as mass media news, non-verbal signs, movie, comic, cartoons, 
literature, music, even culture (Kusuma & Nurhayati, 2017). In other words, everything 
in this world can be considered as a sign and it can be analyzed through semiotic 
analysis.  
This paper has made a number of significant contributions to the field of 
Sundanese culture to shed some light on moral value on the procession of wedding 
ceremony. The contributions made should be of wide interest particularly for cultural 
research of Sundanese society by exploring the meaning of symbols attaching on mapag 
panganten ceremony. There are sign elements that have a relationship between how 
Sundanese people carry out the traditional ceremony of Mapag Panganten, which is 
classified into the level of meaning through signifier and signified of denotation, 
connotation, and myth. 
The study is situated within the framework of sign which is introduced by Roland 
Barthes (1967) as a French semioticians. He elaborated a deeper continuation of 
Ferdinand De Saussure’s thoughts about sign. If Saussure’s model of the sign just 
focused on text, Barthes focused on the relationship between text and culture that 
experienced by its users. 
Barthes developed sign system concept which is known as two orders of 
signification. As described by Barthes that the first order of signification is the 
relationship between the signifier (expression) and signified (content) in a sign towards 
external reality. This is what Barthes called as denotation. Meanwhile, the second order 
of signification is connotation which draws the interaction between the feeling or 
emotion of its users and their culture values. Since Barthes’ model of sign is the 
continuity of Saussure’s model, thus the term used are the same (signifier and signified). 
Denotation  
The first order of signification is what Saussure worked on to describe the relationship 
between signifier and signified within the sign and of the sign with its referent to 
external reality. Barthes mentioned it as denotation (Fiske, 1990:85). In addition, 
according to Eco (1976:86) “denotation is one of the position within a semantic system 
to which the code makes a sign-vehicle correspond without any previous meditation.” 
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Furthermore, he added that denotation is a cultural unit or semantic property which 
culturally recognized property of its possible referents. 
As explained by Chandler (2007:137) “denotation tends to be described as 
definitional, literal, obvious, or common-sense meaning of a sign”. Thus, denotation is 
what is actually shown in an image or text. It is the straight forward and common-sense 
meaning of a sign. 
Connotation 
Barthes (in Fiske, 1990:86) used the term connotation to explain the second order of 
signification in which signs work. It described the relation between sign and the emotion 
or the feeling of its users and the values of their culture. Moreover, Noth (1990:102) 
stated that in traditional semantic, “connotative meaning is a secondary meaning which 
a sign may have in addition to a primary, standard, or core meaning, called denotative 
meaning.” 
Myth  
If connotation is the second order of signification in the level of signifier, thus myth is 
the second order of signification in the level of signified. Barthes used this term to refer 
to believer. “a myth, for Barthes, is a culture’s way of thinking about something, a way of 
conceptualizing and understanding it.” (Fiske, 1990:88). In line with this, Lakoff and 
Johnson (cited in Chandler, 2007: 143) suggested that “…cultural myths help us to make 
sense of our experiences within a culture: they express and serve to organize shared 
ways of conceptualizing something within a culture.” 
 
METHODS 
The nature of this present study was ethnographic fieldwork trying to look at naturally 
occurring phenomena regarding to traditional wedding procession of mapag panganten. 
Furthermore, to get in-depth analysis, the researchers get involved in the activity of 
wedding ceremony. This self-immersion allowed us to closely observe what was 
happening naturally. In  collecting the data, the researchers used observation, interview 
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with some respondents who were active in mapag panganten wedding organizer and 
those who were able to give some information regarding to research problem, and 
documentation technique to strengthen the result of research. As the theoretical base of 
the research, literature study and other relevant sources were conducted to compare 
and determine the nature of the research. Surveys on scholarly articles were applied to 
know how far this paper has relevancy with the study of symbolic meanings to reveal 
moral value on mapag panganten procession. 
 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS  
Based on selective data analysis, the researcher identified three finding themes based on 
the type of the lyrics, those are: greeting, Sundanese verse, invocation, entertainment 
and ritual procession. In a narrative way along with discussion, these findings are 
presented following  Barthes’ (1967) argument. 
Greeting  
This type of lyric contains greetings. It shows how Sundanese greet and welcome the 
guest during the ceremony.  
Haturan wilujeung rawuh  
Haturan wilujeung sumping 
Kalayan kasumpingan salira keluarga besar Bapak Carman Ibnu 
Kalayan nyandak anu kasép nyanggakeun  
Kasumpingan salira badé dipapag ku upacara Sunda dikawitan 
In the first lyric there is  a phrase Haturan wilujeung rawuh haturan wilujeung 
sumping utterance. Haturan is literally mean to give or to deliver. It is usually used as 
welcoming speech in Sundanese. Then, wilujeung is a greeting expression which means 




Then, in the second lyric there is an utterance Kalayan kasumpingan salira 
keluarga besar Bapak Carman Ibnu. Kalayan is the meaning of dengan in Bahasa. It is 
literally mean “with”. While kasumpingan means arrival. Then, Salira is a polite term of 
the pronoun you. The phrase keluarga besar is the meaning of big family.  
Kalayan nyandak anu kasép nyanggakeun is the third lyric. Nyandak defines as 
take. The word Anu is the complete word of nu. Nu can be used as a relative pronoun in 
sundanese language, it has the same meaning as yang in Bahasa. Kasép is the meaning of 
handsome. Then, word nyanggakeun comes from the word sanggakeun which means to 
give. 
Kasumpingan salira bade dipapag ku upacara sunda dikawitan. The phrase 
kasumpingan salira can be translated into your arrival. The word Badé has the same 
meaning as will. Dipapag means to be welcomed. Ku is mean oleh in Bahasa, it has the 
same meaning as by. Phrase upacara sunda is literally mean Sundanese ceremony. 
Dikawitan means dimulai in bahasa which can be defined that something would like to 
begin. 
The speech above denotes a welcoming utterance from the bride’s family who is 
represented by the MC to the guest. In this context, the guest is the groom and his family 
who has just arrived at bride’s house, or the venue where the ceremony will take place. 
It also explains that because of the groom and his family has just arrived, the ceremony 
is going to begin.  
Then, the lyrics above connotes about a delighted feeling of bride’s family because 
of the groom and his family arrival. It can be seen from the first lyric haturan wilujeung 
rawuh, haturan wilujeung sumping expression which is a typically welcoming speech of 
Sundanese when they are having a guest who is coming to their house or event. 
Sundanese Verse 
Mapag Panganten also contains Sundanese Verse which the meaning is related to the 
advice given to the bride and groom and everyone attend in the ceremony. 
Oray orayan luar leor mapay sawah 
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Oray orayan luar leor mapay sawah 
Entong ka sawah paréna keur sedeng beukah 
Entong ka sawah paréna keur sedeng beukah 
Oray orayan luar leor mapay sawah 
Oray orayan luar leor mapay sawah 
Entong ka kebon, seueur budak nu keur ngangon 
Entong ka kebon, seueur budak nu keur ngangon. 
The lyrics above is kind of a sundanese verse which is usually sung in traditional 
games.. In this ceremony, oray-orayan is sung by sindén. 
Oray orayan luar léor mapay sawah. Oray orayan comes from the word oray which 
refers to snake. The phrase Luar léor is to explain how the snake moves is like forming a 
zig zag. Then, Mapay is menyusuri in Bahasa, it literally means go along or go through. 
Sawah is not Sundanese  word, it is Bahasa which defines as rice field. 
Entong ka sawah paréna keur sedeng beukah. Entong means do not do something. 
Ka is like ke in Bahasa. It is a preposition and has the same meaning as to. Paréna comes 
from the word paré which means rice. Keur and sedeng are actually the same meaning. It 
means that something is in progress. Beukah defines as blooming. 
Oray orayan luar léor mapay kebon. Kebon is a land where there are wild plants 
growing. 
Entong ka kebon seueur budak nu keur ngangon. the word Seueur literally means 
more than one or many things. Budak in sundanese is different with Bahasa, Budak in 
sundanese means children. Nu can be used as a relative pronoun in sundanese language 
it has the same meaning as yang in Bahasa. Keur means that something is in progress or 
someone is doing something. Ngangon  is the activity of tending and rearing sheeps. It 
can be called shepherd. 
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The verse denotes that people do not go either to the rice field or to the land to the 
rice field because the rice plants is blooming and they do not go to the land because 
there are many children who are tending and rearing the sheeps. Moreover, either rice 
field or the land, there is a snake.  
The Sundanese verse of oray-orayan has deep philosophical meaning. It is not just 
a verse which is sung in the traditional games, it tells about the relationship between 
humans and God, humans and nature, and between human and each other. Then, the 
purpose by singing this verse in the procession of the ceremony is as a reminder for the 
groom and bride soon to be that they are not children anymore, they will get into a new 
life as a spouse. It is also as a symbol of holiness. 
Entertainment 
In the ceremony, there are some lyrics which aimed to entertain people who attend in 
the ceremony. It is also related to how Sundanese treat the guest who has just arrived. 
Dipapagan ku momojang, digendingan diiringan  
Disoraan rampak kendang  
Dipayungan payung tangtung   
Sumangga anakiing geura nyalingkir  
Tur wangéh kahéman tur malati asih 
The first lyric is Dipapagan ku momojang, digendingan diiringan. Dipapagan comes 
from the basic word of mapag which means to pick up. While ku is mean oleh in Bahasa, 
it has the same meaning as by. Momojang is the dancers that are following the groom 
headed to the aisle. Diiringan which derives from the word iring that literally means 
follow. 
Disoraan rampak kendang is the second lyric. Disoraan is originated from the word 




Dipayungan payung tangtung. Dipayungan comes from the word payung which 
means umbrella. Thus, dipayungan means to put an umbrella over the groom’s head. Ku 
is mean oleh in Bahasa, it has the same meaning as by. Payung tangtung is the person 
who hold the umbrella. 
Sumangga anakiing geura nyalingkir. Sumangga has the same meaning as silahkan 
in Bahasa. It is literally mean please. Anaking is the same as anakku in Bahasa. It means 
my son. Geura means hurry up. Nyalingkir is the instruction for someone to step aside. 
Tur wangéh kahéman tur malati asih. Tur is a conjunction in sundanese, it is  mean 
and. Kahéman is the act of respecting to the love one. Asih  means the act of affecting and 
being affected. 
The lyrics denotes that the groom’s family are followed by momojang and the 
traditional music instruments rampak kendang headed to the bride’s parents who are 
waiting them. The groom is also followed by payung tangtung who put an umbrella over 
his head. Moreover, Mang léngsér invites the groom to follow him, and ask everyone to 
step aside for the groom’s way. It also tells the bride and groom to always be respect and 
to love each other. 
Furthermore, the lyric connote that it is an entertaining and rousing welcome due 
to the arrival of special guests and an affection of bride’s parents toward the groom and 
giving a nice treatment to guest at once. A request to all people to step aside for the 
groom’s way ahead to the bride’s parents who have waited to welcome the groom’s 
family. It is also a reminder that a couple should be respect and love their spouse. 
Invocation  
This type of lyrics contain the invocation which occured in Mapag Panganten. It shows 
that Sundanese imply the Islamic teaching in their everyday life. 
Sholallah Ala Muhammad  
Sholallahu Alaihi Wasalim 
At the end of the ceremony, there is always a Sholawat which means Peace Be 
Upon Him. Sholawat is a complementory to the prophet Muhammad. The intention of 
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Muslim reading Sholawat is to pray or to ask Allah to give His blessing for the prophet, 
and in turn, blessing for the Muslim themselves. It is also a reminder for Muslims to 
follow His teaching and to be like prophet Muhammad in everything he says and does. 
Ritual Procession 
Ritual procession means an action performed according to a prescribed order. The lyrics 
which categorized into this type of lyrics are related to the symbolic order such as giving 
the jasmine flower necklace to the groom who has just arrived. 
Kasanggakeun kalung kembang 
The word Kasanggakeun means menerima in Bahasa which means received. 
Kalung is the meaning of necklace. Kembang bears a meaning for flower. 
The speech above denotes that the groom is accepted the necklace flower as a gift 
from the bride’s parents. 
The connotation of this lyrics is the necklace flower given to the groom is a symbol 
of holiness and it marks that the groom is welcomed by the bride and her parents. It is 
also a symbol of affection. 
 
Myth of Lyrics 
After identifying the denotation and connotation meaning, the writer interprets 
the messages in the form of myth which contained in the lyrics of mapag panganten 
ceremony. According to Barthes (in Fiske, 1990:88) myth is a culture’s way of thinking 
about something, a way of conceptualizing and understanding it. The writer conducted 
the myth from the connotation which shows a way to understand the lyric.  
The writer found the myth that Mapag Panganten ceremony illustrates the 
Sundanese culture in welcoming and entertaining guest nicely, treating them well and 
using polite utterance. This is in line with the Islamic syiar (the symbol of greatness, 
majesty or glory) that encourage Muslims to treat the guest well. In this context, the 
guest refers to the groom and his family. 
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Islamic teaching which contained in mapag panganten ceremony is not only about 
how to treat guest. Besides it is to persuade Muslim to always remember Allah in 
everytime they are going to do something, hoping that Allah gives His blessings. 
Another myth that can be obtained by the writer is the bride’s family homage 
towards the groom’s family. It also marks that both parties agree to marry both of the 
groom and bride. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Based on a semiotic analysis of lyrics in the ceremony of “Mapag Panganten”. Then, the 
conclusion of this research are : 
The denotation meaning on lyrics in the ceremony of “Mapag Panganten” is about 
the welcoming and the acceptance from the bride’s family toward groom’s family. It also 
contains the invocations and hopes for the groom and bride.  While the connotation 
meaning on lyrics in the ceremony of “Mapag Panganten” is regarding to the delighted 
feeling of the bride’s family because of the groom and his family arrival. Besides, there 
are hopes and prayers offered to Allah for the sake of the ceremony and also prayers and 
hopes for the bride and the groom in order to be given happiness and blessing by Allah. 
The myths obtained on lyrics in the ceremony of “Mapag Panganten” are related to 
the moral value which classified into two types. Those are : the value that related to 
other people and the value that related to the god. The relation between people and 
others is reflected on the way sundanese people greet, welcome and treat other people 
nicely. While the relation between people and God is depicted on people’s faith to Allah 
by sending an invocation and implying the Islamic teaching in everyday life. 
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